Introduction
based on their network properties alone. Instead, the algorithm takes the geometric shape of the cells into account. The mother and daughter cells are chosen by identifying which pair of 218 potential daughter cells has the closest position to their potential mother cell. 219 Cell deaths are identified as cells in the first frame that do not have a tracked match in the 220 second frame and that are not on the boundary of the region of tracked cells.
221
Code availability 222 The code used in this article is publicly available under the 3-clause BSD license as the 223 MCSTracker project (https://github.com/kursawe/MCSTracker). The project is implemented 224 in pure Python, employs unit testing [37] and is fully documented. Graphs in our code are rep-225 resented using the Python package NetworkX [38] . 226 227 To test the algorithm, we generate in silico datasets that include examples of cell divisions, 228 removals and neighbour exchanges, as well as tissue movement. These datasets are generated 229 using Voronoi tessellations modified using Lloyd's relaxation, which resemble cell packings in a 230 variety of epithelial tissues [33, 39] . 231 To generate polygonal patterns of size m × n, where m and n are natural numbers, (m + 232 g) × (n + g) Voronoi seeds are distributed uniformly at random in a 2D domain Ω of width m + g 233 and height n + g ( figure 5A ). Here, g denotes the size of a boundary region that is introduced 234 to reduce the impact of the Voronoi boundary on the patterns. The domain Ω is surrounded 235 by two additional rows of evenly spaced seeds on each side. The inner row is a distance of 0.5 236 length units to Ω, and the seed-spacing is 1.0. The outer row has a distance of 1.5 to Ω, and 237 the seeds are shifted parallel to the first row by a distance of 0.5. The Voronoi tessellation of 238 all these seeds is then constructed. 239 In each Lloyd's relaxation step, the polygons (or infinitely large areas) corresponding to the 240 regularly spaced seeds outside Ω are removed from the tessellation. Next, the centroid of each 241 remaining polygon is calculated and registered as a new seed. Further seeds are added that 242 again correspond to two rows of evenly spaced seeds outside Ω. A new Voronoi tessellation is 243 then constructed ( figure 5B ). This procedure is repeated for L relaxation steps, after which all 244 generated polygons are discarded except those whose centroids lie within a rectangular domain 245 of size n × m area units whose centroid coincides with that of Ω (figure 5B).
Generation of in silico datasets

246
The polygonal tessellations have approximately m × n polygons of average area 1.0. During 247 the generation of the tessellations, evenly spaced seeds outside Ω are added to prevent the 248 occurrence of infinitely large polygons inside Ω. The boundary of size g is added in between 249 the generated tessellation and the evenly spaced seeds to reduce the effect of the evenly spaced 250 boundary seeds on the tessellation. Throughout this study, we use g = 8 and n L = 4, resulting 251 in cell packings similar to those observed, for example, in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc [33] . 252 We provide further details of how tissue rearrangements are implemented in the Results section.
253
Experimental methods
254
Live-imaging of cell proliferation was performed in stage-11 Drosophila embryos expressing a 255 tagged version of DE-Cadherin (DE-Cadherin::GFP) using a spinning disc confocal microscope, 256 as described in [40] . For the embryo setup, a modified version of the standard live-imaging 257 protocol was used [41] .
258
Data segmentation Microscopy images were segmented using pixel classification in ilastik 259 [18]. The classifier was trained to recognise cell outlines and the segmentation of each frame 260 was manually corrected. A watershed algorithm was used to identify the precise shape of the 261 cell outlines. Each segmented frame was converted to a 16-bit grayscale image where pixels 262 belonging to different cells had different integer values. Polygonal tessellations for the tracking 263 algorithm were generated from the segmented image in two steps. First, all junctions between 264 three or more cells were identified as points where pixels of three or more different cells met; 265 second, vertices were assigned to cells. Then, edges shorter than two pixels (0.5 µm) were 
272
In silico testing of the algorithm. To assess the performance of the algorithm, we begin 273 by applying it to in silico datasets that include cell neighbour exchanges, tissue movement, cell 274 removal and cell division, respectively. In each case, we compare the outcome of the tracking 275 algorithm to the ground truth. 276 We begin by assessing the ability of the algorithm to resolve permutations in otherwise 277 identical tissues ( figure 6A ). In this test, a random tessellation of size nine by nine cells is 278 created as described in the Methods section, and integer identifiers c i are assigned to each cell. 279 Next, an identical copy of the tissue is created in which the integer identifiers are randomly 280 shuffled. A ground truth mapping from the first to the second integer identifiers is generated.
281
Next, the algorithm is applied. Upon conducting 100 such tests, we find that all identified figure 2B ). We create two identical copies of a tissue of size nine by nine cells. In the second 299 copy, a T1 transition is performed on an edge in the centre of the tissue.
300
The third test involves cell removal ( figure 6D ). In this test, we first generate two identical 301 copies of a tissue of size nine by nine cells. In the second copy, we replace the central cell by a 302 vertex shared by its neighbouring cells, a rearrangement similar to so-called T2 transitions [42] . 303 The final test involves cell divisions ( figure 6E ). Here, we once again create two identical copies 304 of size nine by nine cells. In the second copy, a cell in the centre of the tissue is bisected by 305 introducing a straight line in a random direction through the centroid of that cell.
306
For all tests generated in this way, integer cell identifiers in the second tissue are randomly 307 shuffled, and a ground truth is generated. We run 100 realisations of each test case, and compare 308 the tracking outcome to the ground truth. In all cases we find that cells are tracked correctly, 309 with at most three unmatched cells at the boundary of the sheet.
310
In figure 6, all cells identified after the cleaning step, in which weakly connected cells are re-311 moved from the MCS, are coloured green, whereas cells that are identified by the post-processing 312 algorithm are coloured red. Note that the exact number of cells that are identified by the post-313 processing algorithm varies between individual realisations of the tests. In many cases, the cells 314 identified by the post-processing algorithm include cells that are adjacent to those undergoing 315 division, removal or neighbour exchange. 316 We next analyse the extent to which the success of our tracking algorithm depends on the 317 number of Lloyd's relaxation steps, n L , used to generate the in silico datasets. To investigate 318 this we iteratively increase n L , thus generating tissues with increasingly homogeneous graph 319 structures, and repeat all tests. We find that the algorithm successfully passes all tests for all 320 values of n L from 4 up to 14. The number of untracked cells increases rapidly as the percentage of cell-cell interfaces 329 that are swapped between successive images increases from five to ten percent. Note that the 330 percentage of cells involved in these neighbour exchanges is larger than the percentage of cell- figure 11 . In cases where the division resolution step fails, our 481 Python implementation returns all tracked cells of the post-processing step, and gives a warning 482 that the division has not been resolved. In these cases, manual correction methods could be 483 used for incorrectly tracked cells in the vicinity of division events.
484
The parameters of the algorithm are chosen to maximise its robustness and avoid the neces-485 sity to adjust the parameters to individual applications. For example, the cutoff length d max , 486 that determines the distance below which two cells in consecutive movie frames are considered 487 mappable to each other, was chosen to be 10 times the average cell length in the tissue, which 488 is significantly larger than the movement that is to be expected between consecutive frames of In the present work, we have sought to keep geometrical input to the algorithm to a mini-505 mum. Cases where geometric data are taken into account comprise division events where one of 506 the daughter cells is four-or three-sided, since in these cases we are not able to make a decision 507 on which cell is the second daughter cell based on network adjacency alone. If future applica-508 tions reveal cases where the algorithm performs poorly due to a large number of cell neighbour 509 exchanges or high degree of tissue homogeneity, then it may be possible to construct algorithms that combine information on the network topology with data on cell shapes, cell positions and 511 cell movements to improve performance. For example, information on network topology could 512 be integrated into previous algorithms that minimise differences between geometric properties 513 of cells, such as cell size and location [24] , with information about network connectivity.
514
In cell tracking applications, the scaling of the algorithm with tissue size is crucial. Potential Our algorithm is designed to track cells in segmented microscopy videos of epithelial sheets 526 in two dimensions. However, it may be possible to apply the algorithm to datasets of epithelial 527 sheets that are embedded in a three-dimensional environment, such as the Drosophila imaginal 528 wing disc [4], or the Drosophila embryonic epidermis [6, 9] , including tissues that can be mapped Integr. Biol., 3:1095-1101, 2011. 10.1039/C1IB00035G.
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[16] Wait, E., Winter, M., Bjornsson, C., Kokovay, E., Wang, Y., Goderie, S., Temple, S., and Cells that are tracked across all frames are coloured green or purple, and cells that leave or enter the tissue at the boundary are white. Dying cells are black. The centroids of tracked cells of the respective previous frames are included as yellow dots, and cells that contain only their centroid from the previous frame are coloured green, whereas cells that do not contain their centroid from the previous frame, and cells that contain multiple centroids, are coloured purple. Together, the centroids and the colouring illustrate that it is challenging to track cells between the data frames using solely centroid positions. Yellow asterisks in the first frame denote higher-order junctions where more than three cells meet. Here, all green (light) cells are tracked correctly. One of the mother cells (red/dark) of the division events has been incorrectly associated with one of the daughter cells of the division.
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